December 2008
NoskeComp goes NASCAR Racing
Noskecomp is proud to announce a partnership with American Racing Legend Robby Gordon.
Noskecomp has supplied it's highly successful software, RaceMS, to be used at it's NASCAR shop in North Carolina. It will be
the pilot site for the company's new version 3 of the Software that is the standard for lifing of parts around the world.
"Our link with Robby will highlight the fact that this software is flexible enough to work with any team, of any size, in any series."
Says Managing Director and founder Tim Noske "They have been working hard with us to produce Version 3 which will be released to the rest of our customers very soon and promises to be the biggest upgrade in the software's life."
Be sure to keep track of RGM's progress throughout the upcoming series.
Who is Noskecomp?
NoskeComp is a group of IT professionals whose number one priority is make computers easier and more productive.
NoskeComp’s clientele list has some of the most respected organizations in motorsport in both Australia and the World. The
company was chosen by these teams for its easy-to-use software, flexibility and its never-say-die attitude. No matter where in
the world—whether it be Melbourne or Michigan, our aim is to ensure our software goes the distance.
What does RaceMS do?





Records every part used by a team;
Records movement of parts on and off chassis;
Records any track sessions that a chassis does and updates life of all parts;
Reminds engineers of any work needed to be done on parts;

RaceMS’s benefits are:





Improves reliability. Knowing that you’ve serviced, checked or replaced the parts needed equals confidence that your expensive investment will go the distance.
Aids attention to detail. The system doesn’t discriminate between parts! No matter how small a part, if it is entered in the
system, the alerts and alarms will make sure you know its condition.
Improves efficient use of parts. No more guesswork on the condition of a part!
Helps in resale of parts. Giving a full history of a part to a potential buyer means they buy with confidence.

New features of RaceMS Version 3 include:
 Wider lifing options. The system can now track the life of parts by distance, hours, laps, events and by date. Allowing more parts to be tracked and more accurately.
 The use of Events. The system can now allocate Chassis and locations to a particular event. This can then be exported/imported to a separate database to go to the track. If the event is designated “Current” then it will be displayed anytime the software starts.
 Part Types. The system can now store a set of part templates called Part Types. These can have customisable attributes allocated to them that are able to be searched, sorted and displayed.
 Improved Searching. The search function is now built into the main screen and has increased search capabilities.
 Drag and Drop. The system now has the ability to drag parts from the search window onto a loaded location. This
aides in the building up of chassis.
 Stricter Security. The system now has a full user profile with expiring passwords to improve protection of sensitive
information. The user id is also assigned to any changes which improves tracking of parts.
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